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The processes used to create synthetic spider silk greatly affect the properties of the pro-
duced fibers. This paper investigates the effect of process variations during artificial spinning 
on the thermal and mechanical properties of the produced silk. Property values are also com-
pared to the ones of the natural dragline silk of the Nephila clavipes spider, and to unprocessed  
(as-spun) synthetic silk. Structural characterization by scan-
ning pyroelectric microscopy is employed to provide insight 
into the axial orientation of the crystalline regions of the fiber 
and is supported by X-ray diffraction data. The results show 
that stretching and passage through liquid baths induce crystal 
formation and axial alignment in synthetic fibers, but with 
different structural organization than natural silks. Further-
more, an increase in thermal diffusivity and elastic modulus 
is observed with decreasing fiber diameter, trending toward 
properties of natural fiber. This effect seems to be related to silk 
fibers being subjected to a radial gradient during production.

Investigation of Synthetic Spider Silk 
Crysta llinity and Alignment via Electrothermal, 
Pyroelectric, Literature XRD, and Tensile 
Techniques
Troy Munro,* Tristan Putzeys, Cameron G. Copeland, Changhu Xing,  
Randolph V. Lewis, Heng Ban, Christ Glorieux, Michael Wubbenhorst

1. Introduction

In the past decade, a significant research interest has 
emerged toward spiders and spider silk because of their 
exceptional mechanical properties.[1,2] A single orb 
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weaving spider is capable of spinning a multitude of 
silk types, each emerging from its own particular set of 
abdominal silk glands, which enable the spider to tailor 
silk to a single specific task (e.g., web assembly, egg-case 
construction, prey wrapping, transportation, etc.).[2–4] Most 
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silks, in particular dragline silk from the major ampullate 
gland, possesses revolutionary mechanical properties due 
to their unique combination of high tensile strength with 
large ductility.[5]

However, the low yield of harvesting silk from either 
free or caged spiders limits natural spider silk as a con-
struction material for economic reasons. To overcome this 
obstacle, numerous processes exist to produce synthetic 
spider silk, with properties close to the ones of natural 
spider silk.

The process to artificially synthesize spider silk into 
fibers consists of two consecutive pathways: the syn-
thesis of the feedstock (the unspun silk dope in spiders) 
and mimicking the mechanical spinning conditions (the 
funnel, valve, tapering duct, and spigot).[6] For protein 
production, the synthetic protein host can limit the size 
of the repeated amino acid sequence, limiting the size of 
the expressed protein,[7] which can affect the fiber spin-
ning and the fiber’s properties. In 2000, the Canadian bio-
technology company Nexia successfully produced spider 
silk protein in transgenic goats that carried the gene for 
it, where the milk produced by the goats contained sig-
nificant quantities of the two proteins present in the nat-
ural silk.[8,9] The Lewis Spider Silk Lab has produced fibers 
from recombinant spider silk protein from transgenic 
goats.[10–13]

Mimicking the natural spinning process of the spider 
is an ongoing challenge for spider silk production. The 
protein dope (composed of both MaSp1 and MaSp2 pro-
teins[14,15]) inside the spider is water-soluble, but until 
recently, recombinant proteins have only been solu-
bilized in a chaotropic agent, HFIP (hexafluoroisopro-
panol), at concentrations lower than the ones found 
naturally in the spider. Recent work has successfully 
spun recombinant proteins from aqueous solutions 
rather than HFIP[9,16–18] where significant fluctuations 
in the mechanical properties were observed due to the 
nonoptimized process for fiber and film production. The 
spinning of the protein dope into a usable fiber must 
then attempt to mimic the processes in the spider ducts 
where water is removed and the proteins fold into a 
water-insoluble fiber.[6] Microfluidic channels (where 
ionic concentrations and pH can be carefully controlled) 
have been able to produce small quantities of synthetic 
silk,[18,19] but this process is difficult to scale-up for the 
commercial production of spider silk. A continuous 
extrusion machine has been used to successfully pro-
duce large quantities (>500 m per dope), with the fiber 
passing through baths of aqueous solutions that aid 
HFIP removal and protein secondary structure forma-
tion.[10] The synthetic silks generated by this machine 
from recombinant protein produced by transgenic goats 
and their comparison to natural dragline silk are the 
focus of the current study.

In a previous study, it has been noted that the pro-
cess pathway of spinning the synthetic silk will have 
great influence on the final material properties.[10] Some 
of these properties of the natural and synthetic spider 
silks have been reported in literature (mechanical[11,20] 
and thermal[21,22]), but the pyroelectric response of silk 
is lacking in the literature. To this end, the thermal dif-
fusivity, thermal conductivity, and local pyroelectric 
response have been measured in the current study for 
different postextrusion processes of synthetic spider silk. 
This is the first time the mechanical, thermal, and pyroe-
lectric behavior of both natural and synthetic dragline silk 
have been investigated in the literature and compared.

This study focuses on the effect of processing condi-
tions on the thermal and mechanical properties of syn-
thetic silk, created from spidroin proteins from transgenic 
goat milk by means of a spinning process that makes use 
of a modified plastic extruder. These properties are cor-
related to each other, to their pyroelectric response, and 
to the final diameter of the fiber. Literature values and 
diagrams of the crystalline alignment from X-ray diffrac-
tion (XRD) are also compared to thermal diffusivity and 
fiber diameter. These observations between the different 
material characteristics provide insight into processing 
aspects that improve the synthetic silk’s properties and 
a potential mechanism is proposed to explain why syn-
thetic silks have lower thermal and mechanical proper-
ties than natural silks.

2. Experimental Section

This section covers the formation and preparation of the silk 
samples as well as the material characterization setups.

2.1. Nephila clavipes Silk Collection

Silk was collected from adult N. clavipes spiders, which origi-
nated from the state of Florida, USA. Silk was collected using the 
method described by Xu and Lewis.[14] Briefly, spiders were anes-
thetized by exposing them to CO2, allowing them to be restrained 
on the top of a Petri dish. With a dissecting microscope, the spin-
nerets for dragline silk were located and then, using tweezers, 
the silk was teased out of the major ampullate gland. The silk 
was attached to a rotating spool and ≈100 m of silk was gath-
ered, at a silking rate of about 2 m min . To prevent dehydration, 
the spiders were misted during the spooling process.

2.2. Synthetic Silk Production

Recombinant spider silk protein was produced using the method 
described by Tucker et al.[9] Briefly, spider silk protein is produced 
by transgenic goats. Goats produce either the MaSp1 protein or 
MaSp2 protein when they lactate, and the proteins are found in 
their milk. Each protein is ≈65 kDa long and contains the non-
repetitive C-terminal and the repetitive region of the protein. 
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Milk was defatted and then combined with 0.1 m l-arginine-HCL 
(Spectrum Chemical MFG. Corp., Gardena, CA) in a 1:1 ratio. The 
pH was adjusted to 9, the milk was mixed for 30 min, and then 
loaded on a custom system of tangential flow filters. For 24 h, 
the milk was filtered and the concentrated whey was collected. 
Ammonium sulfate was added to the whey at a concentration of 
1.2 m and then mixed for 24 h to salt out the protein. The protein 
was then serially washed and centrifuged with distilled water 
until the electrical conductivity of the runoff was less than 20 µS. 
The protein was then lyophilized.

Spider silk fibers were produced using the recombinant spider 
silk protein according to the method described by Copeland 
et al.[10] Briefly, a spin dope was prepared by placing MaSp1 and 
MaSp2 proteins in a 4 mL vial with a Teflon lid (Waters Associ-
ates, Milford, MA). The two proteins were mixed in the same 
ratio as has been observed in the native N. clavipes spider,[23] that 
is, a 4:1 ratio of MaSp1 and MaSp2. HFIP (Oakwood Chemical, 
West Columbia, SC) and 88+% formic acid (Alfa Aesar, Ward Hill, 
MA) were added to the vial in a ratio of 4:1 (v/v). The final con-
centration of the protein in solution was 25% (w/v). The solution 
was mixed by slowly rotating for 48 h until all the protein was 
dissolved and the spin dope was observed to be homogenous. 
Impurities were removed by centrifuging the vials at 4180 rcf for 
24 h and pouring the spin dope into a new vial. The spin dope 
was loaded into a 1 mL Hamilton syringe (Hamilton Company, 
Reno, NV) with 10 cm of PEEK tubing (internal diameter 0.005 in.) 
(SUPELCO, Bellefonte, PA) attached for tubing. The syringe was 
placed in a modified DACA Spinline (DACA Instruments, Santa 
Barbara, CA) and extruded at a rate of 0.7 mm min−1 into a coagu-
lation bath comprised of 100% IPA (Pharmo-Products Inc., Brook-
field CT). As-spun (or extruded) fibers were collected at this stage 
of the process. Single stretched fibers were collected after being 
run through two sets of Godets with an alcohol/water stretch 
bath between them. Double stretched fibers went through the 
same set of Godets as the first bath but were then stretched again 
in a distilled water bath. A schematic of the processing equip-
ment is also provided in Figure 2 and by Copeland et al.[10]

2.3. Thermal Diffusion/Conductivity  
Measurement Setup

The thermal diffusivity of the spider silk fibers was measured 
by an improved transient electrothermal technique (TET).[24] 
The details of the technique can be found in ref.[25]. Basically, 
fibers were suspended between two constant temperature heat 
sinks, coating the fibers in several nanometers of gold to make 
them electrically conductive, placing the fibers in a high vacuum 
to eliminate convective effects, passing a constant current to 
the metal film, and measuring the voltage drop across the film 
(which relates directly to the resistance change of the film) as 
the fiber temperature increases, Figure 1. The transient behavior 
relates to the thermal diffusivity of the fiber (Equation (1), which 
is a reduced model that does not consider radiation heat losses) 
and the steady-state behavior relates to the thermal conduc-
tivity, when a temperature–resistance correlation is measured 
(Equation (2), which is a reduced model that also does not con-
sider radiation heat transfer). Full models of these property rela-
tionships that include additional modes of heat transfer behavior 

(including radiation, convection, and nonconstant Joule heating) 
are found in ref.[24] and can provide additional accuracy to the 
measurement when the sample geometry is known in detail
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Where k represents thermal conductivity [W m−1 K−1], I rep-
resents amplitude of current [A], R0 represents initial resistance 
of the gold film [Ω], R′ represents the slope of the resistance vs 
temperature calibration curve [Ω K1], D represents fiber diameter 
[m], and Rs represents steady state resistance of the gold film [Ω].

Because of the nonuniform geometries of processed synthetic 
spider silks (seen in the scanning electron microscopy (SEM) 
images of Figure 3), determination of their thermal conductivity 
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Figure 2. Synthetic spider silk spinning apparatus: A) Coagulation 
bath, B) initial solution bath (either IPA/H2O or MeOH/H2O, with 
details provided in the text), C) Godets for stretch rate control, 
and D) pure DI water bath.

Figure 1. Schematic of improved TET method showing step cur-
rent input and voltage response of sample.
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was not possible. To that end, the best approach is to determine 
the diffusivity of multiple fibers that underwent the same pro-
duction process, assume that they have the same radiation char-
acteristics, and curve-fit the property values as a function of the 
square of the length to determine a “zero-length” property. This 
“zero-length” value is where radiation heat loss would not over-
predict the property measurement[21] and provides an accurate 
thermal diffusivity value.

2.4. Pyroelectric Setup

A scanning pyroelectric microscope (SPEM) measurement results 
in a pyroelectric response distribution map that can be directly 
correlated to the local spontaneous polarization distribution. 
SPEM is a proven technique[26] for the determination of a polari-
zation distribution map with both lateral and depth resolution 
by scanning the laser beam over the sample surface and modu-
lating the laser output at different frequencies. This method has 
been used successfully for pyroelectric crystals with dimensions 
on the order of tens to hundreds of micrometers.

Briefly, SPEM involves a modulated laser beam that induces a 
local harmonic change in temperature. If the illuminated region is 
pyroelectric, it generates a small electric current, which can then be 
measured by two parallel plate electrodes. The pyroelectric current 
vector is proportional to the local electrical polarization vector, and 
by scanning the laser beam over different regions of the sample, the 
polarization distribution map can be obtained. The power modula-
tion of the laser output is typically on the order of 10–100 mW peak-
to-peak power, with laser beam spot sizes ranging from 20 to 1 µm 
in diameter (depending on the optics and laser source used). The 
pyroelectric current that is generated is on the order of femtoam-
peres (10−15 A). To this end, a series of noise-reducing techniques 
have been employed and are explained in more depth in ref.[26].

The local macroscopic polarization is 
dependent on both the local symmetry and 
the dipole moment of the oriented mole-
cules, which in this case are spidroin crys-
tallites. Because of this, the SPEM image is 
also indicative of changes in macro scopic 
orientation in the same sample. The pyro-
electric response can then be used to com-
pare the degree of macroscopic orientation 
between different samples if they are com-
posed of the same material, which is the 
case with the spider silks investigated in 
this study. Having the same ratio of MaSp1 
and MaSp2 proteins (80:20) in all synthetic 
fibers, the differences in the silk are merely 
due to the process they went through to be 
produced.

2.5. SEM Setup

SEM images were taken with a FEI Quanta 
FEG 650 microscope, at energies of 15 and 
30 kV, after being placed on carbon tape and 
coated with 10 nm of gold. The fibers imaged 
were taken from the same strand of silk as 

the fibers used for thermal, pyroelectric, and mechanical testing. 
Three images of each fiber were taken and the diameter was 
measured at two locations on the fiber in each image (Figure 3).

2.6. XRD

X-ray fiber diffraction was performed on the BioCars 14bm-C 
beamline on samples measured at the Advanced Photon Source 
located at Argonne National Laboratory, Argonne, IL, USA. Fibers 
were mounted and placed at a distance of 300 mm from the 
detector. Stretched fibers were placed with the stretched axis 
normal to the beam line. For a single image, data collection times 
were 60 s and ten images were taken for each sample. Back-
ground images were taken right after each sample was com-
pleted with identical parameters. Images were then processed 
using Fit2D software. XRD results have been presented previ-
ously in literature,[10] and the improvement on crystallinity and 
axial alignment of fibers observed by XRD during processing of 
the fibers agrees well with the results from the current study. In 
the following, XRD patterns will be presented with the thermal 
diffusivity and fiber diameter results.

3. Results

3.1. Natural Dragline Silk from N. clavipes

Natural spider silk has received significant considera-
tion in the literature, because of its favorable materials 
properties. Of particular interest is the dragline silk from  
N. clavipes, with high strength, elongation, and toughness 
for a polymer and low density material.[14] These values 

Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2017,  ,  1600480

Figure 3. SEM of a) natural dragline, b) as-spun synthetic, c) single stretched synthetic, 
and d) double stretched synthetic spider silk.
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are typically in the range of 0.7–1.4 GPa[20,27,28] for ulti-
mate tensile strength, 6%–35% for elongation,[20,29–31] and  
100–400 kJ kg−1 for toughness or energy-to-break.[27,31]

In the literature, initial studies on the thermal prop-
erties of dragline silk reported an exceptionally high 
thermal conductivity, comparable to copper, which 
improved upon stretching.[32] Originally, these high 
values were attributed to the crystalline β-sheets that 
exist in the natural dragline silk (as shown by XRD[33]). 
However, further investigation of the thermal diffu-
sivity[21,34] and thermal conductivity[21] of the natural 
dragline silk demonstrated that the initial results were 
erroneous, due to neglecting the radiation heat transfer 
contribution, to insufficient vacuum to eliminate con-
vection, and to length dependence of the thermal prop-
erty measured. The results presented in the current study 
take these additional considerations into account, thus 
yielding the additional accuracy needed to compare the 
natural to the synthetic spider silk. The value found for 
the thermal conductivity of dragline silk is 1.2 W m−1 K−1  
and for the thermal diffusivity 6 × 10−7 m2 s−1, with 12% 
uncertainty.[21] These values are considerably more rea-
sonable for a semicrystalline, protein-based polymer, 
such as human hair[35] or a different species of spider.[34] 
Additionally, molecular dynamics simulations have 
shown that the β-sheets (that were the original explana-
tion for the high conductivity of the dragline silk) have a 
thermal conductivity of only 2–4 W m−1 K−1, depending 
on the number of strands in the sheet.[36]

The polarization distribution of natural spider silk, 
measured using SPEM, displays a pyroelectric response 
in the radial orientation (Figure 4). This observation 
implies a macroscopic orientation of the spidroin crystal-
lites, probably caused by the extrusion via the spinneret. 

This correlates with XRD and NMR results looking at the 
structure of natural spider silk.[37–39] It is possible that 
the pyroelectric and (inferred via symmetry properties) 
piezoelectric properties potentially serve a physiolog-
ical function, serving as temperature and/or pressure 
sensors (as hypothesized for the chitin wings of certain 
insects[40]).

3.2. Extruded (As-Spun) Synthetic Spider Silk

The as-spun synthetic spider silk provides a baseline to 
compare the effect of processing on synthetic spider silks, 
because it contains the necessary protein content, but 
does not have the same microstructure as other silks. This 
is demonstrated by the severe brittleness of the fibers 
as they break easily when handled. Furthermore, XRD 
results in the literature have shown that the as-spun fiber 
has no appreciable crystalline content.[10,11]

The thermal properties of the as-spun synthetic spider silk 
were measured by the improved TET technique. Because of 
their uniform surface geometry, the thermal conductivity and 
thermal diffusivity can both be determined. The magnitudes 
of these values are 0.25 W m−1 K−1 for the thermal conduc-
tivity and 1.68 × 10−7 m2 s−1 for the thermal diffusivity, similar 
to synthetic films measured in ref.[41]. This is almost six times 
lower than the thermal transport values measured for nat-
ural spider silk. These significantly lower properties are also 
observed in the mechanical properties (32.5 MPa for ultimate 
tensile strength, 1% for extensibility, and 0.18 kJ kg−1 for tough-
ness), and this decrease is attributed to the lack of crystallinity 
that exists based on XRD investigation of the silks.[11] The XRD 
pattern indicates weak alignment of the spidroin protein crys-
tallites which is in line with the pyroelectric measurement  
(a direct indication of local macroscopic alignment) and the 
low thermal diffusivity and conductivity.

The pyroelectric SPEM response map of extruded syn-
thetic silk (Figure 5, top) primarily displays an axial polari-
zation component, whereas natural silk has a dominating 
radial component. Unlike the natural silk, the as-spun syn-
thetic silk displays a coaxial polarization, seen primarily 
with the low-frequency image that represents structure 
deeper in the fiber (Figure 5, top right). The axial alignment 
arises from the axial extrusion process, forcing the synthetic 
spidroin crystallites in a macroscopic axial orientation. The 
coaxial behavior could be due to a number of effects, the 
most likely being the existence of a thermal gradient in 
the thick synthetic silk fiber during the sol-gel transition. A 
high-frequency pyroelectric scan which represents surface 
behavior reveals several domains in the axial orientation 
(Figure 5, top left), corresponding to the rough texture seen 
in the SEM images. This could well be the result of a polar 
self-assembly process during the extrusion.[42]

Further stretching and processing of the extruded silk 
fiber could result in greater macroscopic alignment of the 

Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2017,  ,  1600480

Figure 4. SPEM image of natural dragline silk.
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crystallites, yielding thermal and mechanical properties 
closer to the ones of natural silk.

3.3. Processed Synthetic Silk

The thermal diffusivity values of several synthetic spider 
silks with different processes have been measured. The 
nonuniformities of the synthetic spider silks’ geometry would 
add significant errors to the thermal conductivity meas-
urement[21] because of the need for an accurate volumetric 
heating in the model, so the thermal conductivity is not 
reported. However, the sensitivity of the thermal diffusivity 
(proportional to the thermal conductivity by the expression 
α = k/ρcp) to processing variations should be sufficient as a 
metric because the diffusivity measurement is not affected 
by sample volume. To that end, eight different processed 
silks have been measured, based on different processing vari-
ations of the spinning apparatus shown in Figure 2. These 
variations fall into the following categories: (1) % volume 
of solution contents in solution bath B—IPA/H2O/MeOH, 
(2) use of pure water bath D for dipping or stretching, and (3) 
extent of stretching in the liquid baths that the fiber passes 
through—2×, 3×. Their properties and pyroelectric response 

are best compared to each other and to the natural spider silk 
they are meant to mimic in Section 3.4.

3.4. Comparison between Natural and (Processed) 
Synthetic Silk

When comparing extruded synthetic silk to further pro-
cessed silk, a favorable increase in the investigated 
material properties is observed. Further processing of 
the extruded silk results in increased thermal diffusivity, 
predicted thermal conductivity, pyroelectric response, and 
macroscopic crystalline β-sheet orientation.

Figures 6 and 7 show the relationship between the 
thermal diffusivity of each silk compared to its mechan-
ical properties and pyroelectric response. There is a 
noticeable correlation: an improvement in one property 
is mirrored in an improvement of the other properties. 
This is indicative of improvements in the organization 
of the silk’s microstructure, as crystalline β-sheets are 
formed upon passing of the fiber through the solution 
baths (shown by XRD[10] and Figure 8) and increased axial 
alignment of the dipoles due to the stretching (shown by 
SPEM, Figure 5, bottom).

Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2017,  ,  1600480

Figure 5. SPEM dipole orientations of extruded synthetic silk fiber (top) compared to processed synthetic silk fiber (bottom). Images on the 
left are at high frequencies and are representative of behavior near the surface, while images on the right are at low frequencies and are 
representative of behavior deeper inside the fiber.
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It is interesting to note that the increase in material 
properties has an inverse correlation to the silk’s dia-
meter, that is, a decrease in diameter corresponds to an 
increase in thermal diffusivity or pyroelectric response 

(Figure 8). It is likely that the repeated stretching and 
solution-dipping (which results in a smaller diameter) 
also reduce the radial gradient in material properties, as 
evidenced by the pyroelectric data. This produces a fiber 
that is more uniform in both the axial and radial direc-
tions and better resembles the crystallites’ orientation 
in native silk. As stretching causes elongation in one 
direction, conservation of mass and density dictates 
that the other dimensions should shrink. In addition, 
this stretching causes flow alignment of the crystallites, 
increasing macroscopic orientation. However, there is 

Macromol. Mater. Eng. 2017,  ,  1600480

Figure 6. Correlation between the thermal diffusivity and dif-
ferent mechanical properties, measured in different processing 
conditions: ultimate tensile strength (top), maximum extensi-
bility (middle), and energy to break (bottom), showing the trend 
that processing of the silk (via stretching and passing through 
water baths), improves both properties.

Figure 7. Pyroelectric current of spider silk compared to thermal 
diffusivity (based on laser intensity modulated between 10 and 
90 mW, and a sample reflectivity between 10%–30%[43]). The 
presence and macroscopic alignment of crystalline sheets in the 
synthetic silk contribute to a greater pyroelectric response, which 
is also mirrored in the thermal diffusivity.

Figure 8. Thermal diffusivity of the natural dragline and syn-
thetic spider silks, showing the trend to smaller diameters and 
improved thermal property as the fiber is put through additional 
processing treatments (multiple stretchings, multiple liquid 
baths). XRD patterns reprinted with permission from refs.[10] 
and[33] copyright 2015 and 1997, respectively.
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a limit to the amount of stretching and diameter reduc-
tion that can occur without failure of the fiber. One 
potential option for smaller diameter fiber would be to 
use a smaller diameter extrusion outlet. However, a with 
smaller diameter extrusion, the chance for breaks in the 
fiber during production are higher for even the smallest 
nonhomogeneity in the spin dope. These potential 
inhomogeneities could be overcome with an increase of 
the protein size to more closely mimic natural spider silk.

4. Conclusions and Outlook

The measurement of material strength, thermal diffu-
sivity, and local pyroelectric response for synthetic silk 
created by varying processes clearly indicates a posi-
tive correlation between these material properties and a 
decrease in the fiber’s diameter.

Further processing and stretching of the extruded silk 
reduces its diameter, introducing an axial flow alignment 
of the spidroin crystallites. When the β-sheet spidroin 
crystallites enjoy a high degree of macroscopic orienta-
tion, they allow for a better transmission of heat con-
duction and increased tensile strength. The high degree 
of orientation is also responsible for a high spontaneous 
polarization and associated pyroelectric response to small 
thermal perturbations.

These findings (particularly the polarization findings 
by SPEM and potential radial gradient during fiber pro-
cessing) imply that for the large-scale production of syn-
thetic spider silk that more closely mimics the behavior 
of the natural dragline silk, care must be taken to reduce 
the radial gradient of the fiber during processing. This 
work has demonstrated that this can be accomplished by 
stretching, but other mechanisms to decrease the fiber size 
could potentially improve the fibers’ properties. Further-
more, control of the diameter could also provide the ability 
to tune the properties of the fiber for future applications.
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